Under energetic ion bombardment, amorphous materials deform plastically in the form of anisotropic growth. At medium electronic stopping power (5 to 30 keV͞nm) this phenomenon starts only after a certain incubation dose depending on values of the electronic stopping power and temperature. This delay is modeled on the basis of the assumption of a drastic irradiation induced viscosity reduction, resulting from accumulation of atomic displacements in the matrix and local material heating in the heavy ion track. A simple analytical expression is derived which is in a good agreement with experimental data for the amorphous alloy Fe 85 B 15 . PACS numbers: 61.80.Jh In the amorphous (or glassy) state, solid materials are far from equilibrium. An important aspect of this nonequilibrium solid state is that it may be realized, at least within short time periods, in a broad spectrum of metastable states with different degrees of relative stability, relaxation times, and activation barriers for these relaxations [1] .
In the amorphous (or glassy) state, solid materials are far from equilibrium. An important aspect of this nonequilibrium solid state is that it may be realized, at least within short time periods, in a broad spectrum of metastable states with different degrees of relative stability, relaxation times, and activation barriers for these relaxations [1] .
There are several techniques to amorphize crystalline and to treat amorphous materials, but bombardment with heavy ions is certainly the method where the most extreme conditions can be realized due to the deposited energy being extremely localized and having a high density. Thus, displacement cascades and electronic excitations along the ion trajectory induce rapid heating and cooling in sub-ns time scales and at rates of up to 10 15 K͞s. Under such conditions, an amorphous material may be investigated at temperatures where it would recrystallize within the time scales of "classical" methods. Bombardment of amorphous materials with heavy ions can also considerably influence the relaxation kinetics of the metastable states and may be considered to provide a deeper understanding of the dynamics of the amorphous state.
Energetic heavy ions penetrating a solid lose their energy by quasielastic collisions with the target atoms and by electronic excitations characterized, respectively, by "nuclear" and "electronic" stopping powers, S n and S e . We are interested here in ion energies above 1 MeV͞amu where S e dominates the stopping power. In this energy range, heavy ions with sufficiently high electronic stopping power (S e . 5 keV͞nm) induce in amorphous materials at low temperatures (T irr # 200-300 K) two striking deformation phenomena: (i) anisotropic expansion ("growth") of unstressed amorphous foil samples perpendicular to the ion-beam direction [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and (ii) creep of stressed amorphous samples with creep or stress relaxation rates [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] which are larger by orders of magnitude than those in crystalline or polycrystalline materials.
At medium electronic stopping power (5-30 keV͞nm) the occurrence of both deformation phenomena, i.e., (i) and (ii), requires some incubation fluence (dose) f c which depends on the electronic and nuclear stopping powers, irradiation temperature, and amorphous material properties [2, 3, 5, 6] .
Recently, ion-beam induced anisotropic growth [14] [15] [16] [17] and creep (or stress relaxation) [16] [17] [18] of amorphous materials have been described in terms of viscous flow and shear stress relaxation in locally heated and damaged regions in the vicinity of the ion trajectories. In the case of anisotropic growth, the shear stress, assumed to relax upon temporal local heating in the vicinity of the projectile trajectory, is due to the thermal expansion in the heated cylindrical track whereas in the creep (stress relaxation) it is given simply by the externally applied macroscopic stress. In these models, the local heating is assumed to result from collision cascades as well as electronic excitations. In recent years the latter possibility has been discussed intensively [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] .
The problem of the incubation fluence was not investigated in detail in Refs. [14, 15] . In Ref. [15] it was only predicted that no incubation dose would be necessary if the local heating in the track, i.e., the energy deposition, was sufficiently high as expected for very high electronic stopping power. This prediction has been confirmed experimentally [7, 8] . In Ref. [14] a significant decrease of the material viscosity in addition to the effect of local heating was assumed to be necessary for the onset of substantial anisotropic growth. But the mechanism of this decrease, which we consider to be responsible for the incubation dose, was not investigated there in detail. In this paper we make an attempt to model the dependence of the incubation fluence on the electronic stopping power ͑S e ͒, the nuclear stopping power ͑S n ͒, and the irradiation temperature (T irr ) for medium values of S e between 5 and 30 keV͞nm where the transition from a low dose incubation stage with negligible growth to unsaturated linear growth is relatively sharp.
It is useful here to recall the scenario of excitation and relaxation processes induced by an energetic heavy ion penetrating a solid. Electronic excitations along the ion 0031-9007͞00͞84(5)͞919(4)$15.00track occur in less than 10 216 s and the electronic energy deposited per unit length is given by the electronic stopping power S e . Thermalization in the excited electronic subsystem takes place within about 10 215 s and the maximum electronic temperature which results may reach values substantially above the Fermi temperature while the temperature in the subsystem of the atomic cores is still close to that of the surroundings. Because of this temperature difference, energy, while spreading diffusionally in the electronic system, is transferred from there to the atomic system within characteristic times, t ea ͑S e ͒, between 10 214 and 10 211 s depending on the magnitude and mode of the electron-ion coupling [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . The maximum temperature increase in the atomic system, DT 0 , attained by this heating process depends on the deposited energy, S e , and on the width of its distribution, R T ͑t ea ͒ ഠ 4D e t ea (where D e is the electronic thermal diffusivity), reached at a time of the order of t ea . In the high temperature limit of the specific heat of the atomic system, C 3n a k B , where n a is the atomic density and k B is the Boltzmann constant, this relation can be written as
Taking into account values obtained (see below) of the heating radius R T ഠ 20-30 nm, one concludes that the initial material heating in the track ranges from 100 to 1000 K depending on the electronic energy loss of the penetrating ion. After the maximum temperature is passed the heated atomic system cools down by heat diffusion within a time scale given by t th ഠ R 2 T ͞D a which ranges from a few 10 211 s to 10 29 s depending on the R T and the atomic thermal diffusivity D a of the amorphous material.
Substantial shear stress relaxation and the associated plastic deformation in the heated region would take place if the characteristic time for shear stress relaxation, t s h͞m (h: viscosity, m: shear modulus) was of the order or shorter than the local heating "lifetime" t th , which may be expressed for the given S e and R T as a condition to be imposed on the viscosity according to
The threshold viscosity h ‫ء‬ may be considered to define an effective flow temperature T ‫ء‬ as introduced in Refs. [15] [16] [17] [18] . For values of m of the order of 100 GPa and values of t th between 10 211 and 10 29 s, h ‫ء‬ is estimated to range from 1 to 100 Pa s. In well relaxed amorphous materials, this requires temperatures around the melting point.
For moderate values of S e , such high temperatures (near the melting temperature) may not be reached in the track meaning that no local shear stress relaxation and consequently no macroscopic deformation would take place in such cases. But the viscosity and the corresponding threshold flow temperature may be reduced by an accumulation of "flow defects" resulting from atomic displacements during irradiation. It was assumed [14] that such a modification of the irradiated amorphous solid may open low activation-energy modes of the viscous flow which are locked in a relaxed amorphous alloy. This idea is supported by the following experimental observations: (1) For (unirradiated) samples of the amorphous metallic alloy Pd 77.5 Cu 6 Si 16.5 , the apparent activation energy varies from 2.0 eV down to 0.4 eV at T # 535 K depending on the annealing conditions [26] . (2) The incubation dose for anisotropic growth of the amorphous metallic alloy Pd 80 Si 20 is significantly reduced by cold-rolling and this reduction can be removed by annealing [5] .
The joint effect of defect accumulation in the matrix and local material heating in the track results in a dramatic decrease of the viscosity down to its threshold value h ‫ء‬ . The threshold defect concentration required to reach h ‫ء‬ defines the incubation fluence. Because the defects created during the passage of a heavy ion can annihilate after the track cooling, their accumulation does not take place at sufficiently high irradiation temperature T irr (ambient temperature). Following Tsao and Spaepen [26] we write the fluidity h 21 resulting from flow defects of atomic concentration n f as
where V f is the volume of a flow region, i.e., the region consisting of a defect and its immediate surrounding; G is the activation energy of local atomic rearrangements in the flow defect resulting in a local shear strain g. In the low fluence range (low dose) of linear defect accumulation, the flow-defect concentration can be expressed as
where s f s f ͑S n , S e ͒ is the flow-defect production cross section to which elastic collisions as well as electronic excitations contribute; w͑T irr ͒ takes into account the defect relaxation after the track cools to the vicinity of the irradiation temperature T irr , with w͑T irr ͒ ! 1 at low values of T irr and w͑T irr ͒ ! 0 when T irr is high. The corresponding viscosity decrease is given by Eq. (3). As soon as the viscosity in the heated track reaches the threshold value h ‫ء‬ , local stress relaxation and anisotropic growth will occur. Accordingly, the incubation fluence f ‫ء‬ may be defined as
where T 0 T irr 1 DT 0 is the maximum temperature in the center of the ion track according to Eq. (1). Combining Eqs. (1), (3), (4), and (5), we obtain the following expression for the incubation fluence:
where we have introduced normalized quanti-
T G, and
T , where V is the atomic volume. In Eq. (6), we have separated the functions depending strongly on S e from the function f n which depends only weakly upon S e via h ‫ء‬ . For the estimated initial electron temperatures (´f , T e , 5´f, where´f is the Fermi energy) [19] [20] [21] the electronic thermal diffusivity D e ͑T e ͒ has a deep flat minimum [D e ͑T e ͒ ഠ 1-3 cm 2 ͞s]. Moreover, in this range the characteristic time of the energy transfer due to electron-ion coupling t ei ͑T e ͒ also depends weakly on the electron temperature [23, 24] . Therefore, in the electron temperature region e f , T e , 5e f the heating radius R 2 T Ӎ 4D e t ea depends only weakly on the initial electron temperature and the electronic energy loss S e and we neglect below this dependence in Eq. (6) 
212 s, and obtain R T 35 nm which is in a reasonable agreement for the heating radius (R T 20 nm) resulting from a fitting to the experimental data [6] .
To our knowledge, the only system for which a satisfactory number of data are available for testing the stopping power dependence of the incubation dose is the amorphous metallic alloy Fe 85 B 15 [6] irradiated at low irradiation temperatures ͓T irr 90 K, w͑T irr ͒ ! 1͔. In these (as in other [5] ) experimental studies, the "incubation dose" was determined by extrapolating the linear steady-state growth to vanishing total growth. This is justified for medium values of S e (5 to 30 keV͞nm) where the transition from the incubation behavior to linear growth is sharp.
Defect production has been studied in some detail in [7, 8, [27] [28] [29] , in which the electronic excitations dominate in the defect production cross section. We approximate these data here by s f 5 3 10 25 S 2 e nm 4 ͞keV 2 . Taking this into account we have fitted the experimentally observed S e dependence of f c according to Eq. (6) . The result, shown in Fig. 1 , yields the fit parameters T n 5 keV͞nm, G n 85 keV͞nm, and f 21 n 4 3 10 5 keV͞nm. It has to be examined whether these values are reasonable. At 90 K, T n yields a "track radius" of about 20 nm and a maximum temperature increase DT 0 in the heated track of about 1150 K in reasonable agreement with a numerical study of such heating induced by electronic excitations in Fe 85 B 15 [21] . G G n k B T irr yields about 0.3 eV which lies in the range expected for such systems [26] . The large value of G͞k B T G n ͞T n ഠ 20 guaranties thermal stability of the created defects after the track cooling to T irr . The value of f n is, for instance, consistent with g 2, n 10 13 s 21 , h ‫ء‬ 1 Pa s, and R T 20 nm which also appears reasonable. Thus, the model presented does not only describe the S e dependence of the incubation dose correctly but is also consistent with experimental observations and numerical calculations concerning the values of the parameters.
It is interesting here to consider the stopping power dependence of the product of the defect production cross section s f and the incubation fluence f c (see Fig. 2 ). For the experimental values of this product, s f is assumed to be proportional to the relative electrical resistivity change (D) measured at the beginning of irradiation, s f~D [6] . Using the same values for G n and T n as above we find a   FIG. 2 . Dependence of the product of the incubation fluence ͑f c ͒ and the relative electrical resistivity change at the beginning of the irradiation ͑D~s f w͒ on the electronic stopping power ͑S e ͒. The curve shows a fit to experimental data [6] on the basis of Eq. (6). theoretical dependence of Df c which has a flat minimum at a relevant high S e of 80 keV͞nm. The predicted S e dependence of Df c becomes strong only at low S e where the experimental accuracy becomes low. Accordingly, the S e dependence of f c is mainly due to that of s f in the range of experimental values shown in Fig. 2 . On the other hand, Fig. 2 shows that more accurate measurements in the low S e are needed to test the details of the model.
The dependence of the incubation fluence on the irradiation temperature results from two effects acting in opposite directions. On the one hand, at high irradiation temperatures (T irr . 300 K) the flow defect accumulation in the matrix is suppressed by defect recombination after the track cooling [w͑T irr ͒ ! 0] resulting in an increase of the incubation fluence with increasing the irradiation temperatures. On the other hand the efficiency of the flow defects as described by the term ͑T 1 S e ͒ exp͓G n ͑͞T 1 S e ͔͒ increases with T irr (see Fig. 2 ) resulting in a decrease of f c with increasing T irr . Unfortunately, experimental measurements of the incubation fluence at only two irradiation temperatures are available [6] and both of them fall into the range where the incubation fluence decreases with increasing irradiation temperature.
In summary, we may conclude that the delayed onset of anisotropic growth and particularly its electronic stopping power dependence may be attributed to a reduction of the viscosity by the production of flow defects under irradiation. We think that more detailed and accurate measurements of the defect production, the stopping power, and the temperature dependence of the incubation dose and of the steady-state growth rate in combination with refined modeling should be able to provide deeper insight into amorphous-state modifications. Modified states could be tested at time scales and temperatures not accessible to conventional methods.
